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World Community for Christian Meditation (Singapore)     SESSION 11 | 2021April 

 
 
INTRODUCTION – Peter Ng 

Good evening Fr Vaz and members of our Singapore meditation community. There are so 
many great feasts in the Catholic Church, but Easter is probably the most important because 
without the resurrection of Jesus we would fail to see the significance of his life and teaching.  

When I was a young boy learning catechism In Primary 1, I still remember the questions and 
the answers that we were asked to memorise.  

  Who made you? 
God Made Me.  

  Why did God make you?  
God made me to know him, to love him, to serve him in this world, and to 
be happy with him forever in the next.  

  Who is Jesus?  
Jesus is the Son of God. He’s the second person of the Holy Trinity. 

  What is the Holy Trinity?  
The Holy Trinity is three persons in one God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
And Jesus is both God and man.  

Now, I'm sure all of you can remember what I remember. All these things about the truth, 
the mystery of faith, we all receive them as dogma, as doctrine. So that remained with me 
for a good part of my adult life, until the age of 40, when I began to learn meditation. And I 
was attracted to meditation by the words of John Main. He says ‘Meditation will enable you 
to verify the truths of your faith.’ From your own personal experience, not from dogma not 
from what the catechism teacher is trying to drum into you, but from your own personal 
experience to verify the truths of our faith  

And the truth of our faith is that we are made by God in love. God loved us and made us. We 
are loved by Jesus, redeemed by Jesus, and we are temples of the Holy Spirit So this is the 
importance of meditation, that what we received as doctrine we have the possibility of 
verifying from our own personal experience, if we are prepared to commit the time and the 
discipline to meditate regularly and to make it a core part of our daily life.  
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Now, what is the meaning of Jesus? What is the meaning of his death? What is the meaning 
of his resurrection? When we are told that God made us to know him, to love him, and to 
serve him so as to be happy with him in the next, I think the important thing that is missing 
is to understand that actually we are given our human life so that we can attain eternal life.  

This human life is going to end. What is important really is the goal. The goal of our human 
life is eternal life. And eternal life is life in God, living our life by the power of God. And the 
importance of Jesus, according to John Main, Is that his birth, his coming into the world, has 
enabled every human being the possibility of union with God though Jesus. In other words, 
as human beings we have a human consciousness. God is, you might say, consciousness 
itself, you might say divine consciousness.  

Then the question is, how can we in our human consciousness rise to union with God, to 
divine consciousness? In other words, how can we as human beings be divinised? How can 
we be divinised? Jesus is the way. Is the way of our divinisation because he is both God and 
man. You might say that Jesus is the intersection of God and man. So in meditation, in 
contemplation, we enter into a state of union, or we strive, we aspire to this oneness with 
Jesus through his Spirit present in us, so that Jesus can take us with him, through him, and 
in him to the Father. I think that is the meaning of Jesus.  

The question is how do we as human beings move from human consciousness to Divine 
Consciousness through Jesus? The answer is, from my own experience, that we have to die 
to ourselves. We have to die to our ego; we have to stop thinking about ourselves. We've got 
to be centred in Christ, give our entire attention, make Christ the focus of our life, so that he 
can take us to the Father. So our life’s struggle is a struggle between our ego, our tendency 
to think about ourselves, our failure to focus our attention in our life on God. 

Now, we venerate the cross on Good Friday. I find that the symbol of the cross is so powerful. 
It is so powerful because you have the vertical beam of the cross intersected at right angles 
by the horizontal beam. And at the intersection of the horizontal beam with the vertical 
beam hangs the crucified Christ. So I've come to understand that the vertical beam of the 
cross Is our ego, our ‘I’, the capital ‘I’ – I, I , I. That's the vertical beam. The horizontal beam is 
the cancellation of the ego, elimination of the ego. And what Jesus show us by his crucifixion 
on the cross is that he has shown us the way how to give up his life to the Father. And so 
that's what we are encouraged to do. To die to our ego so that we may rise with Christ.  

So to me, that is a very powerful symbol of what our journey to eternal life is. It is also a very 
powerful symbol of what our meditation is about. That in our meditation we strive to stop 
thinking about ourselves, leave our self-centeredness behind, and give our total attention 
to Christ, so that we may die with him and rise with him.  

So let us now continue this reflection by listening to the short teaching by John, Main. After 
which we will meditate for 20 minutes.  
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Death and Resurrection 
JOHN MAIN OSB 

 
Meditation is powerful because it is the way to understand our own mortality. It is the way 
to get our own death into focus. And it is so, because it is the way beyond our own mortality. 
The way beyond our own death to the resurrection, to new life, eternal life, life that arises 
from our union with God. And the essence of the Christian gospel is that we are invited to 
this experience now, today. All of us are invited to death, to die to our own self-importance, 
to our own selfishness, to our own limitations. And we are invited to die to our own 
exclusiveness. And we are invited to this because Jesus has died before us and is risen from 
the dead. And that is our invitation, to rise to new life, to rise to community, to communion, 
to a full life without fear. In meditation we lose all our fear because we realise that death is 
death to fear, and resurrection is rising to new life. 

Now, every time we sit down to meditate, we enter this axis of death and resurrection. And 
we do so because we go, in our meditation, beyond our own life, beyond the limitations of 
our own life, into the mystery of God. And we discover, each of us from our own experience, 
that the mystery of God is the mystery of love, infinite love — love that casts out all fear. And 
that is our resurrection, that is our rising to the liberty that comes on us once our own life 
and death and resurrection are in focus. And meditation is the great way of focusing our life 
on the eternal reality that is God, the eternal reality that is to be found in our own hearts. 
The discipline of saying the mantra, the discipline of the daily return morning and evening 
to meditation has this one supreme aim — to focus us totally on Christ. 

Listen to St Paul writing to the Romans: 

No one of us lives, and equally no one of us dies, for himself alone. If we live, 
we live for the Lord; and if we die, we die for the Lord. Whether, therefore, we 
live or die, we belong to the Lord. This is why Christ died and came to life 
again, to establish his lordship over dead and living. (Rom 14:7-9) 

We meditate in order to enter into the meaning of those words. 

 Transcript of excerpt from: Moment of Christ, John Main, Collected Talks Vol III, ‘Death and Resurrection’ 

Meditation 
JOHN MAIN 

SIMPLICITY ITSELF 

To meditate is simplicity itself. When we meditate in a few moments all each of us has to do 
is to say our word, to say our mantra. When we prepare to meditate, sit as comfortably as 
you can, close your eyes gently, and just begin to say your word. The word I recommend 
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you to say is ‘maranatha’ – ma-ra-na-tha. 

Don’t think about anything, don’t try to imagine anything. Don’t think of anything at all 
except the sound of the mantra. The mantra is just like a harmonic that sounds on the 
frequency of God and brings us into harmony with the One who is one.   

Remember the way. From the beginning to the end of each meditation, each morning and 
evening, say your mantra, say your word – ma-ra-na-tha. Don’t think, don’t imagine, but BE. 
Be in the Presence, and be in the power of the Presence.  

In order to take the journey seriously, it is essential to meditate every morning and every 
evening. There are no shortcuts. There is no instant mysticism, but there is the reality of the 
pilgrimage to your own heart.   

 

Opening Prayer 

Heavenly Father, open my heart to the silent presence of the spirit of your 
Son. Lead me into that mysterious silence where your love is revealed to 
all who call. Maranatha, maranatha, come Lord Jesus. 

 
https://www.wccmsingapore.org/timer/in-the-beginning 

A reading from the Letter of Saint Paul to the Philippines. 

The True Way of Salvation  

3  8 I look on everything as so much rubbish if only I can have Christ 
and be given a place in him.   
10-11 All I want is to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and 
to share his sufferings by reproducing the pattern of his death. That 
is the way I can hope to take my place in the resurrection of the dead. 

21 And he will transfigure these wretched bodies of ours into copies 
of his glorious body.  He will do that by the same power with which 
he can subdue the whole universe. 

4  1 So then, my brothers and dear friends, do not give way but remain 
faithful in the Lord.  I miss you very much, dear friends; you are my 
joy and my crown.  

(Phil 3:8. 10-11, 21, 4:1) 

 
 

We shall now invite Fr Vaz to reflect with us on this scripture passage.  
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THE TRUE WAY OF SALVATION - Fr Eugene Vaz 

Good evening, sisters and brothers. A very blessed, meaningful, and fruitful Easter to all of 
you. It's such a joy to be with you today, Easter Monday. As Peter said in his introduction, 
this is the Feast of Feasts. There is no feast in the church greater than this feast. And we are 
in the Octave of Easter which is reminding us that every day is Easter this whole week, right 
up to Sunday, which very interestingly puts that whole mystery of Easter into focus as the 
greatest act of God's mercy. So next Sunday, we'll be celebrating Divine Mercy Sunday.  

Today, dear friends, we have a very beautiful scripture reading that has been chosen for us 
and I just want to say a few words on this beautiful passage. I think basically, there are two 
parts to what I want to say, and these two parts are actually linked very much to our 
meditating and our living. You could say to our dying and to our rising.  

I think in the introduction just now Fr John Main put it very nicely to all of us: meditation is 
‘powerful’. I like that word. That word struck me when I was listening to John Main. 
Meditation is powerful, you know, dear friends. I am hoping and praying that you find or 
you are finding this power in meditation, and that through your faithful meditating you are 
coming, as Fr John Main puts it, to understand our life, our life on earth (that's what he 
means by ‘mortality’) is not forever. And therefore, what is this life on earth all about?  

Meditation gives us the focus and it makes us see that actually what we are all about on earth 
is really, every day to get into deeper and deeper union with God, more and more to die to 
ourselves. And that's what meditation does according to Fr John’s today's reflection. We die 
to our selfishness, our self-importance, our ego, whatever is our ‘own’ – I, I, I, me, me, me. We 
are continuously dying to that. And we are rising to greater union with God every day.  

Now, that is put in another way in the reading we have just heard. And I would like to focus 
on verse 10 and 11 of this passage of St Paul's Letter that we have just read. Paul's Letter to 
the Philippians chapter 3 verses 10 and 11, I think is very powerful. Dear friends, I hope you 
have some time to just take the scripture text and focus on it. The words are very powerful.  

‘All I want…’ So you and I need to ask ourselves, is it true? Is it true in my life, ‘all I want’? And 
Christian meditation, will help us in clarifying what do we actually want, because according 
to verse 8, maybe a lot of what I want is ‘rubbish’. I thought that was a very strong word that 
St Paul used in verse 8: ‘I look on everything as so much rubbish.’ And it struck me that maybe 
three-quarters of the time I'm looking for rubbish. You know what I mean dear friends. 

When you move from verse 8 to verse 10, then this is very challenging. I don't want rubbish. 
And therefore, I want to go into meditation, I want to die to all that thing that is rubbish 
actually, that’s all about ‘me’, ‘I’. I want to die to that. I want to know Christ. All I want is to 
know Christ. And that's where meditation comes. Don't let anything distract you: ‘Maranatha, 
come Lord Jesus’. Look at the words of the hymn or song we sing every month before we 
begin this Zoom meditation, before our meditation together, ‘Come Lord Jesus’. Yeah, 
because all I want is to know Christ and the power of his resurrection. I want to know that. 
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So that's my first point dear friends really: Is our Christian meditation helping us, is our 
discipline of meditating helping us to move from all that is rubbish, that is what doesn't 
belong to the person and the way of Christ? He had to die to that also. That's why he came. 
He came to die to rubbish, he came to die to sin. He came to destroy sin, which is all about 
selfishness and self-centeredness, which is all about ‘I can't be bothered with anybody else.’  

And therefore, Fr John Main in the reflection today was telling us, if you want to know Christ, 
if you really want to know the power of his resurrection, then leave yourself, get into 
communion, get into community. And that is the mystery of the cross, the outstretched 
arms of Jesus, what Peter described today as the horizontal beam of the cross intersecting 
the ego and the selfishness and self-centeredness. The outstretched arms of Christ is 
resurrection. When, according to Fr John Main, we can move into life with others, when we 
can move into life with the community, when we can move into a life of communion with 
our family our relatives our friends, our fellow men and women, what the Holy Father in his 
latest encyclical terms as fratelli tutti, tutti fratelli. Whichever way you want to put it we are 
all brothers and sisters. But we will not come to know that, my dear friends, if not for 
meditating, getting into that mystery of God who loves us so much and who created us out 
of that love so that we can live in that love. Which brings me to the second part of what I 
wanted to share today, coming in verse 11.  

Verse 11 is beautiful. St Paul says, ‘to share his sufferings by reproducing the pattern of his 
death’. I think that's the connection between meditating and living. If meditating is not 
linked to living, meditating is useless, meditating has wasted its time; it just becomes an 
exercise maybe for psychological peace and calm and that kind of stuff. But Christian 
meditation is not just to give you psychological peace and calm. Christian meditation is to 
lead you to a life, to living a life. And what is that living life? St Paul puts it beautifully. Not 
only do I want to know Christ and his resurrection – that is important as a springboard – but 
now I know Christ and his resurrection, I want to share that living, I want to share his 
sufferings. Yes, sisters and brothers, that is the mystery. There is no resurrection without the 
cross, there is no glory without suffering, and there's no rising without death, isn't it? That's 
what Easter is really saying to us: reproduce the pattern of his death.  

You know dear friends, the more you think about it, what was the pattern of Jesus's death? 
I think it was brought out very beautifully on Maundy Thursday. The pattern of Jesus’ death 
was service. He washed the feet of his disciples. I don't think you and I have to walk about 
with a pail of water and a towel round our shoulder and force everybody to take off their 
shoes and wash their feet. I don't think that's what Jesus wants us to do. Jesus wants us to 
be servants. Jesus wants us to recognise where are the needs of the people. What is the 
suffering? What is the pain? Where do people need me and you and all of us to make a 
difference in their life, to touch them?  

This is what Jesus did, and he had to die for that because the religious leaders didn't like 
what they saw. They saw him not just talking a lot, which they didn't agree with also, but 
they didn't like the way he was making an impact on people's life by humbling himself and 
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serving them, healing them, bringing life to them, bringing joy to them. He had to die for 
that dear friends. He didn't commit any crime. What was his crime? That he is Jesus of 
Nazareth, King of the Jews that is what is the inscription on the cross.  That's not a crime, 
that's a title, that's a being, that's a way of life, isn't it? A king who is a servant, a leader, who 
is humble enough to be at the service of the ones he is leading, to be that Shepherd who 
leaves the flock and goes hunting for those who are lost.  

Yeah, he takes risks. He is vulnerable. He is ready to be in very tight and difficult spots. That's 
his cross. Way before he landed on the timber, Jesus was already experiencing the cross. If 
you study St Mark's gospel, his cross begins as early as chapter 3 verse 6, and the passion 
story is only in chapter 14. So you’ve got many chapters between chapter 3 and chapter 14 
in which the cross of Jesus is being described. What is that cross? The way of sharing. Yeah, 
his sufferings by reproducing the pattern of his death. And I think Christian meditation gives 
us that strength, the strength to know ‘all I want is Christ’.  

Christian meditation helps me to realise everything else is rubbish. Why should I waste my 
time going after rubbish? Let me want, let me desire, let me yearn for Christ. And to yearn 
for Christ is not just as an emotional kind of experience in a moment of a sort of meditative 
high. To really know Christ is to love him and to serve him as Peter very beautifully put it. 
Why did God make you and me? Not just to know him – that’s meditation – but to live, to 
love him, and to serve him. But to love him and to serve him leads me to the cross of Jesus, 
leads me to enter into his suffering, and leads me into the glory of rising with him to new 
life in my family, in my community, and in my society.  

Have a happy and meaningful, fruitful Easter, dear friends. Thank you. 

__________ 


